
Americans are ask Join in an Evolution in Spring
of 2017.

Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, George
Washington, independence hall, with the
Constitution in the background. We the People
are the OwnerManagers, Join the American
Evolution May 2017.

Would you, the Owners and Managers of the
United States, choose to fire Donald Trump or
work with him?

FREEPORT, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, May
20, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
OwnerManager.org has launched an Indiegogo
campaign to encourage Americans to claim their
inheritance of ownership rights and management
privileges as allowed by federal law.
The Founding Fathers established a federal
inheritance of ownership powers and
management privileges that American citizens
can formally claim, and then lawfully use to direct
their employee government.
Each citizen is a named Owner and Manager of
the United States by this federal inheritance.
“If you did not know about this, then
Congratulations are in order, Because, there are
about 7.5 billion humans, but there are only
about 308 million Americans. Americans are a
minority on earth, but thanks to the Founding
Fathers, each American citizen is part of the elite
number of living Americans today.” says
OwnerManager spokesman Walter Spraggins.
According to the campaign, this inheritance is
expressed by the American Social Contract,
which contains four elements: The Declaration of
Independence, The Public Land Survey System
(PLSS), The Constitution, and The Bill of Rights. Together, these four elements grant each citizen
ownership of the United States and define that the government is their paid employee, which is theirs
to manage. This empowers each American citizen individually, by making them an Owner and a

Claim what is yours and
master its good use; is a
basic tenet of American
Capitalism,” reminds
Spraggins.”

Walter Spraggins

Manager of the United States. Under federal law each citizen
holds popular sovereignty as defined by the Constitution, no
other branch of your employee government hold this special
power, just the citizen Owners.
“Fortunately, federal law requires citizens to formally claim
their inheritance before they can lawfully use this power and
authority,” explains Spraggins. “Joining the Evolution, by
becoming a member of the OwnerManager Community
satisfies this legal requirement instantly, and then gives
citizens access to the website. The website that, Spraggins, is

asking Americans to help construct, for Americans to use, to improve their government’s performance

http://www.einpresswire.com


You are not just a Citizen you are the Owner Manager of
the United States. Explore and Know More at
OwnerManager.us
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from the top down. “This is a Campaign
that needs the Owner’s support to
become ‘real’. “We build it together, as
an exercise in unity. Unity as American
Owners. This is a higher calling than
democrat or republican” Spraggins notes.
“It has been 240 years since the
Founding Fathers established this
inheritance for 'We the People', and it is
about time 'We the People' take
advantage of our current technology and
use it to claim and enforce our rights and
privileges in an evolutionary new way!”
Spraggins points out.
This is important because you, the
Owner Manager, are important to how
and if America works well, or not.
“Discover, confirm, claim, and then
enforce your inheritance, your rights and
your privileges,” encourages Spraggins.
What is OwnerManager.org?
When the OwnerManager.org website is
launched, members will be able to share
their thoughts and connect with other
OwnerManagers like themselves. 
•	They will have the ability to form
consensus on any issue, direct their
government employees, and hold them
accountable.
•	They will be able to implement and
change public policy in their
neighborhood, their city, their county,
their state, and their nation.
•	They will be able to form consensus and
instruct Congress on the terms of their
Health Care, and their Tax Reform.
•	And much more.
"Active OwnerManagers could demand the appearance of their executive employee’s tax returns, they
could mandate his compliance with the Constitution, they could fire him, or they could help him do a
better job. Either way, all of Washington DC needs to be shown who the Boss is, and the citizens are
the Owners, if the citizens don't Manage their nation who will?” asks Spraggins. “Russia?”
“Consensus by voting is defined as an expression of popular sovereignty in the third element of your
American Social Contract, the Constitution.” cites Spraggins.
These are just some of the things a citizen could do as an active member of the OwnerManager
Community. Individual leadership is important to the fulfillment of the American Potential. Because
each citizen is the American with the potential to claim and then use their Inheritance. Each American
citizen can choose to shine like the American Star that they are, thanks to the Founding Fathers.
This campaign is Evolutionary, and it will end on July the 4th, 2017 – the anniversary of the first
element of the American Social Contract, the Declaration of Independence.
Spraggins asks, “Will you claim your Independence? Will you end grid lock? Will you take control of
what is yours? Will you fulfill your role in the American Social Contract? Will you join the evolution and
be an active OwnerManager of a United States of America?”

http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/join-the-american-evolution-of-2017/x/16206180#/
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/join-the-american-evolution-of-2017/x/16206180#/


You should claim and take control of what is rightfully yours. That is what Americans do, "not because
it is easy, but because it is hard." (JFK)
““We the People” is not just a phrase written in the Constitution, it is the central part of each citizens’
role, as defined in the American Social Contract. It has been 240 years since the Founding Fathers
established this inheritance for “We the People”, and it is about time “We the People” take advantage
of our current technology and use it to claim and enforce our ownership rights and privileges in an
evolutionary new way!
“This is a game changer for each American, you can help end the current national Constitutional
crisis, you can alter and improve the operation of your government employees. Claim what is yours
and master its good use; is a basic tenet of American Capitalism,” reminds Spraggins.
American citizens could actually participate and alter the course of America’s present and future, in
real time, like the Founding Fathers intended, for the first time in American history! Discover, confirm,
and know more at https://ownermanager.us
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